Plants interact to the seasonality of their environments, and changes in plant phenology have long been regarded as sensitive indicators of climatic change. Plant phenology modeling has been shown to be the simplest and most useful tool to assess phenol-climate shifts. Temperature, solar radiation, and water availability are assumed to be the key factors that control plant phenology. Statistical, mechanistic, and theoretical approaches have often been used for the parameterization of plant phenology models. The statistical approaches correlate the timing of phenological events to environmental factors or heat unit accumulations. The approaches have the simplified calculation procedures, correct phenological mechanism assumptions, but limited applications and predictive abilities. The mechanistic approaches describe plant phenology with the known or assumed "cause-effect relationships" between biological processes and key driving variables. The mechanistic approaches have the improved parameter processes, realistic assumptions, broad applications, and effective predictions. The theoretical approaches assume cost-benefit tradeoff strategies in trees. These methods are capable of capturing and quantifying the potential impacts and consequences of global climate change and human activity. However, certain limitations still exist related to our understanding of phenological mechanisms in relation to (1) interactions between plants and their specific climates, (2) the integration of both field observational and remote sensing data with plant phenology models across taxa and ecosystem type, (3) amplitude clarification of scale-related sensitivity to global climate change, and (4) improvements in parameterization processes and the overall reduction of modeling uncertainties to forecast impacts of future climate change on plant phenological dynamics. To improve our capacity in the prediction of the amplitude of plant phenological responses with regard to both structural and functional sensitivity to future global climate change, it is important to refine modeling methodologies by applying long-term and large-scale observational data. It is equally important to consider other less used but critical factors (such as heredity, pests, and anthropogenic drivers), apply advanced model parameterization and data assimilation techniques, incorporate processbased plant phenology models as a dynamic component into global vegetation dynamic models, and test plant phenology models against long-term ground observations and high-resolution satellite data across different spatial and temporal scales.
globaux dynamiques de la végétation et tester les modèles de phénologie végétale contre des observations à long terme ainsi que les données satellites à haute résolution sur différentes échelles spatiales et temporelles. [Traduit par la Rédaction] Mots-clés : phénologie végétale, changement climatique, NDVI, prévisions écologiques, modèle basé sur des processus.
Introduction
Phenology is the scientific study of periodic plant and animal life cycle events (such as flowering, breeding, and migration) and how these are influenced by seasonal and interannual variations in climate. Phenological records of the dates on which seasonal phenomena occur can provide important information on how climate change affects ecosystems over time. Plants serve a number of vital functions within the biosphere throughout all possible spatial scales. Studies related to plants could be addressed at spatial scales of species distribution (e.g., range size and its shifts) and at temporal scales from millennia to decades with the shifts of reproduction age, succession stage, and, most importantly, phenology (Thuiller 2007) . Plant phenology is generally looked upon as the study of specific temporal aspects of vegetation and the biosphere. It is associated with the timing of plant activities: emergence, growth (early and late vegetative phases), flowering, fructification, senescence, and the root causes in connection with biotic and abiotic drivers as well as interrelations that occur among phases for different species (Lieth 1974) .
Seasonal rhythms of plant development have been used for centuries in support of human activity, particularly for agriculture, horticulture, silviculture, and medical service (Hopp 1974) . Since plant phenology (here primarily pertaining to tree species) could provide much information on the conditional changes of global climate conditions and the consequent shifts in plant life pulses, recent experimental and simulation efforts demonstrate its current revival in the aid of the urgency of investigations targeted to provide new insights into plant phenology and its relationships with abiotic factors for little-known ecosystems (e.g., Cleland et al. 2007; Chambers and Keatley 2010; Ault et al. 2011; Liang et al. 2012) . The plant phenology model, the algorithmic realization of the "phenology-climate" connection, has become a crucial tool for ecological and climate researchers to quantify phenological responses to climatic drivers and a way in which to gather potential feedback of phenological shifts caused by climate change (e.g., Cleland et al. 2007; Thackery et al. 2010; van Vliet 2010) . Over the last three decades, much of the modeling efforts carried out in relation to plant phenology has been focused on addressing controls on phenology (environmental factors, biological processes, and intrinsic traits; e.g., Schwartz et al. 2006) , modeling techniques (statistical, mechanistic, or theoretical approaches; e.g., Kathuroju et al. 2007; Diez et al. 2012) , and ecosystem-level and evolutionary consequences of phenological changes (species survival, distribution, energy, and CO 2 flux; e.g., Chuine et al. 2004; Cleland et al. 2007; Morin et al. 2008; van Vliet 2010) . In the development of plant phenology in the course of the entire modeling study, there are three trends: from single factor to many factors, from simple to complex, and from small to large scales. They ranged from the one parameter "Degree Day" model (Cannell and Smith 1983) to remote sensing based plant phenology models (e.g., Migliavacca et al. 2008; Peng et al. 2011) . To date, no comprehensive literature review exists that summarizes recent developments in plant phenology models. The objectives of this paper are to (1) highlight the importance of plant (primarily trees) phenological research and synthesize the potential effects of key environmental factors on plant phenological processes; (2) summarize recent advances in plant phenology models associated with the study of impacts of global climate change on terrestrial ecosystem structure, functions, and services as well as feedbacks that occur between the biosphere and the atmosphere; and (3) further discuss existing problems and future challenges and perspectives of plant phenology models.
Factors controlling plant phenology
Plant phenology at species-specific level is the consequence from two opposing factors: an intrinsic or characteristics and an environmental component. The intrinsic traits of plants, or characteristics of an individual plant (e.g., genome, age, and evolution within a plant community), is associated with biotic potential, photosynthetic activity, absorption of nutrients, constructive metabolism, etc. The environmental component is representative of the restraints imposed by competition, limited resources, stress, respiration, and aging factors (e.g., Chuine 2010; Ibáñez et al. 2010 ) (summarized in Fig. 1 ).
Generally, spatial variations of plant phenology (primarily tree species) are limited by low temperatures at high latitudes and by water deficits inherent in desert and arid regions (e.g., Beaubien and Freeland 2000; Moser et al. 2010; Visser et al. 2010; Wilczek et al. 2010) . However, the photoperiodic role of tree phenology largely depends on tree species type and location (mid and high latitudes) (Borchert and Rivera 2001) . Regional limitations vary in their degrees of impact on growth throughout the growing season (e.g., Sparks et al. 2000; Miller-Rushing et al. 2007) . Key environmental drivers such as solar radiation, temperature, and water availability in their relation to temporal (intraseasonal and interannual) changes in plant phenology have been widely studied (e.g., Kramer et al. 2000; Badeck et al. 2004; Cleland et al. 2007; Forrest and Miller-Rushing 2010) . Intraseasonal timing of plant phenological events is primarily driven by temperature and photoperiod (e.g., Chmielewski et al. 2004 ). The daily temperature fluctuation and the number of frost-free days in the given period also seem to be determinant for phenophases (Eppich et al. 2009 ). It, however, is also important to consider precipitation when studying pollen season, flowering, fruit production, etc. (Galán et al. 2001; Crimmins et al. 2010 ). Furthermore, soil properties (e.g., soil texture, water availability, nutrients, etc.) affect plant growth. Biological processes (e.g., pests, insects, and competition) also play an important role in the individual development of plant species. Many other local factors that include shading, soil conditions, nutrient concentrations, and pathogens also interact with other key drivers, which could determine physiological responses of plants and their phenology (Winder and Cloern 2010; Ibáñez et al. 2010 ). Finally, climatic factors and climate patterns that range from intraseasonal to decadal to century scales directly influence the timing, magnitude (productivity), and spatial patterns of vegetation growth cycles, and, for that matter, phenological response (Schwartz 1994) .
In turn, the processes of plant phenology, a fundamental characteristic of species and ecosystem dynamics, are likely to affect all components of biodiversity (genes, species, and ecosystems) and the interactions between species. Also, plant phenological changes have many socio-economic consequences and affect millions of people in a wide range of sectors (notably agriculture, fisheries, forestry, and public health). The socio-economic costs of adaptation to plant phenological changes in these sectors are, however, rarely quantified but will be considerable (e.g., Chuine 2010).
Plant phenology models
Based on our understanding of key parameters that trigger or control changes in plant phenological events, various plant phenology models that boast diverse criteria have been developed and tested with varying degrees of success (see Table A1 ). In a previous review by Cleland et al. (2007) , plant phenology models were divided into species-specific and vegetation-type models. According to the input data, most existent species-specific models focus on generating separate and separately parameterized model results for each plant species and variety considered. Č repinšek et al. (2006) proposed that the species-specific model should function as a phenological or phenoclimatic model. Marker species were identified by using long-term empirical or statistical observational data of plant phenophases (Gárcia-Mozo et al. 2002) . Phenoclimatic indicators primarily focus on environmentally driven responses of plant timing traits in light of a wide diversity of physiologically motivated thermal (Sitch et al. 2003) , photothermal (White and Nemani 2003) , and hydrothermal (Sitch et al. 2003) models developed for various plant species and phenological traits. Häkkinen et al. (1995) defined five categories of plant phenology models in relation to budburst: critical time or day length model, temperature sum model, a model based on respiration, a period unit model, and a model fitted for feedback development. Although the data requirements, design, and output variables of these models may vary according to their purpose as well as their level of focus, they can be categorized into the following three primary classifications (traditionally used to identify different modeling philosophies developed over the last 30 years) (see Fig. 2 ): statistical, mechanistic, and theoretical (Č repinšek et al. 2006; Cleland et al. 2007 ) (see Table A1 ).
Statistical (empirical) approach
At present, the plant physio-ecological process based phenological model lacks in necessary functionality. Statistical based plant phenology models, also called empirical plant phenology models, correlate the timing of phenological events to different environmental factors (primarily climatic) without consideration of specific biological processes. Their parameters are derived from empirical data by various statistical fitting methods. Some of these fitting methods assume simple linear correlations with average temperatures during different periods of the year (Galán et al. 2001) . The linear empirical model can be written as ŷ ϭ Xb with b ϭ (X X) Ϫ1 X y, where vector y contains a set of values observed in the past, the columns of matrix X contain simultaneously observed values of relevant predictors together with a column of ones, vector y presents the model estimates of observed y, b is the vector of regression coefficients estimated on the base of observed y and X, and X= denotes transposed matrix (Krzanowski 1998) .
Also, they assume that an event occurs when a certain number of heat units (U t ) above a lower threshold or base temperature (T b ) have accumulated (McMaster and Wilhelm 1997; Snyder et al. 1999) . Others are more complex. These incorporate either a few or numerous input parameters (Schwartz 1999) , for example, the photoheat unit (U pt ), the hydro-heat unit (U wt ), and feature multiple linear regressions (Wilks 1995; Storch and Zwiers 1999) . Based on these hypotheses, the statistical plant phenology model such as heat sums, degree days, growing degree days, physiological time, thermal time or the Spring Warming model (Cannell and Smith 1983; Hunter and Lechowicz 1992) has been developed (see Table A1 ). The heat unit model can be written as 
where Date x is the timing of the plant phenological event; T x is the daily mean temperature; T b is the threshold or base temperature; Date 0 is the day when heat unit starts to accumulate; and Heat critical is the heat requirements.
Despite being widely applied and well-suited to regions and species, in the context of climate change, specifying biological processes defeats the purpose of modeling plant phenology as simple climate-dependent regressions or accumulations (e.g., Picard et al. 2005; Arora and Boer 2005) . When this is the case, more mechanistic and process-oriented plant phenology models would be helpful in overcoming the abovementioned problems.
Mechanistic approach
Mechanistic or dynamic plant phenology models formally describe the known or assumed "cause-effect relationships" between biological processes and key driving variables present in the environments of plants. The data used to derive the "assumed cause-effect relationships" in mechanistic or dynamic plant phenology models is limited to the observed record. Most existing plant phenology models are of this type (Table A1 ). Onset models are one example. They assume that budburst occurs when a critical state of forcing temperature is reached, the state of forcing being the sum of the daily rate of forcing, which is solely a function of temperature ) (e.g., forcing Sarvas or forcing Thermal Time). For most tree species, the dormancy (rest) state must end before plants enter phases of quiescence. The rate of development during both phases has been related to temperature in many ways. It is typically referred to as chilling and forcing units of development (Kramer 1994) . The chilling and forcing unit signifies that models are fitted to "spring onset" such as the Sequential model, the Parallel model, the Alternating model, the Deepening Rest model, the Four Phases model (Cannell and Smith 1983; Murray et al. 1989; Hänninen 1990; Kramer 1994) as well as certain other modeling improvements (e.g., Hänninen 1990 Hänninen , 1995 Kramer 1994; Chuine et al. 1999; Chuine 2000) . These models can be written as
where Date x , Date y , and Date z are the timing of the plant phenological event or phenol phases; Phy is the biological process; Phy x,y,z is the "cause-effect relationships" between assumed from essential physiology elements and key environmental driving variables; W, Photo, and T are the key driving factors for water, photoperiod, and temperature, respectively; W x is the soil water availability; Photo y is the photoperiodic cues; T z is the daily mean temperature; Date 0 , Date 1 , and Date 2 are the day when phenological events or phenol phases start; R t , R photo , R w , and R phy are the impact rates of development from temperature, photoperiod, water, and physiology elements, respectively; Critical* is the critical vector of impact requirements; and A* is the matrix of fitted constant parameters.
Obviously, parameters of these models have physical dimensions that can, in principle, be measured directly instead of being estimated by a fitting process. However, this is rarely possible. Experimental approaches and statistical model-fitting techniques are often used for parameter estimations in mechanistic or dynamic approaches. For the assortment of models, developmental responses to temperature during dormancy and quiescence have been described by various types of functions, i.e., the weighted chilling unit models such as the Utah model , the North Carolina model (Gilreath and Buchanan 1981) , the low chilling model (Shaultout and Unrath 1983) , the positive chill unit model , and the chill day model , etc. Each of these proposes a range of effective temperatures and incorporates an optimum temperature for rest completion.
Theoretical approach
Based on the assumption of the cost-benefit tradeoff of producing leaves to optimize resource acquisition and that it was designed to understand the evolution of leaf strategies in trees rather than annual variation in plant phenology, theoretical plant phenology models has been attempted in the development of modeling on various process-based or physiological aspects, i.e., reproductive fitness based processes or survival fitness based genetic behavior. Examples of these are the carbon balance based model, the hormone actions and interactions based model, the survival and reproductive fitness based model, the species range niche-based model, the genetic behavior based model, and the remote sensing based model, etc. (see Table A1 and Fig. 2 ).
Carbon balance based plant phenology model
The carbon-balance approach is theoretically based on plant physiological processes in that the carbon balance between leaf photosynthesis gains (carbon gain) and respiratory costs (carbon cost) determines leaf onset and offset times. This approach has been widely applied to leaf phenological parameterization in many ecosystem models such as the Frankfurt biosphere model by Lü deke et al. (1994) , the model developed by Kikuzawa (1995) , the ecosys model by Grant et al. (1999) , the Canadian Terrestrial Ecosystem Model by Arora and Boer (2005) , the global terrestrial carbon cycle model by SILVAN (Kaduk and Heimann 1997) , the BALANCE model (Rötzer 2005) , and the DORMPHOT model (O'Neill et al. 2010) . Although these approaches offer the possibility of reduced empiricism, general applicability, and increased robustness under global climate change conditions, they cannot avoid using certain direct empirical relationships that occur between climatic variables (temperature, moisture, etc.) and phenological events (Bondeau et al. 1999; Arora and Boer 2005) .
Hormone actions and interactions based plant phenology model
The hormone actions and interactions based model triggers events after meeting critical thresholds that are either constant or dependent on environmental conditions or internal variables. Those mechanized for internal hormone states agree that the hypothesized balance or ratio between promoter and inhibitory agents determines the physiological state of development of a plant and its reaction to external driving forces (e.g., Powell 1987 ). An example of this is the abundance or concentration of enzymes assumed by the promoter-inhibitor model by Schaber and Badeck (2003) .
Survival and reproductive fitness based or niche based plant phenology model
Formulating plant phenology and resistance to abiotic stresses such as frost and drought are key processes in determining species niche and, thereby, distribution. Survival and reproductive fitness based or niche based plant phenology models are based on the concept of fitness. They aim to estimate the survival and reproductive success of an average individual of a given population of tree species. In addition, they try to identify those traits that determine the fitness of individuals of species subjected to particular environmental conditions (Chuine and Beaubien 2001; Morin et al. 2007; Chuine 2010) . Examples of this type are the gap models (Bugmann 2001) , the landscape models (Scheller et al. 2007 ), PHENOFIT (Chuine and Beaubien 2001) , the flower pollination component of the Alfalfa Seed Pollination model (Strickler 2007) , etc. Survival and reproductive fitness based or niche based plant phenology models are powerful tools to provide predictions within the short-term. Their weakness, however, is that they may provide inaccurate predictions in the long-term (Thuiller 2007) .
Genetic behavior based plant phenology model
Variations in different genetic pathways can be linked to phenology and life-history variation across geographical regions and seasons. Expressions of phenological traits such as flowering critically depend on growth season (Wilczek et al. 2010 ). In particular, models that integrate and balance the importance of different environmental cues should obviate some of the problems associated with behavioral predictions under no-analog climates of the future (Williams and Jackson 2007) . Based on the considerable understanding of the flowering time network and extensive natural variation in flowering time genes, the plant phenology model by Wilczek et al. (2009) proved to be an ideal model in which to explore links between genetic factors and phenological responses. It is capable of explaining a great deal of the observed phenological behavior for a variety of genetic backgrounds, seasons, and geographical locations.
Remote sensing based plant phenology model
For large-scale analysis, numerous studies have used the highfrequency coverage of the terrestrial biosphere supplied by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, advanced very high resolution radiometer, and, more recently, the moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer to quantify ecosystem vegetation phenology (e.g., Zhang et al. 2006) . Satellite vegetation index data such as the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) in combination with several biophysical parameters provide an efficient means to monitor regional-or global-scale phenology (e.g., Fisher et al. 2007) . Two examples are the growing season index (Jolly et al. 2005) and the spring warming model (Migliavacca et al. 2008) . Compared with species-specific phenology models, satellite data are especially useful in detecting mean phenological changes within each grid cell where diverse vegetation types are aggregated . This is an appropriate strategy for model parameter estimates that should be tailored to each vegetation community and plant species, geographic location, and scale level (e.g., Baldocchi et al. 2005) . Certain methods such as inverse modeling or look-up tables are considered very useful for the optimization of model parameters in remote sensing based plant phenology models (e.g., Migliavacca et al. 2008; Peng et al. 2011). 
Plant phenology model applications used in global climate change studies
Plant phenology model is an important tool for the investigation of a wide range of global climate change related issues such as the prediction of global climate change impacts on plant phenology, models in development for the improvement of primary productivity, predicting the occurrence of pollen in the atmosphere (and thus occurrences of pollen allergies), and to support foresters and farmers in managerial decisions (e.g., Nord and Lynch 2009; Chuine 2010) (Fig. 3) .
Forest hardiness modeling
With regard to phenology and spring frost damage, species differed in the extent to which the date of leaf unfolding advanced under conditions of increased winter temperatures and, thus, in the frequency of freezing temperatures to which they were subjected to at this approximate date (Kramer et al. 1996; Augspurger 2010) . Such a differential response enhances existing differences between species under climate change conditions (Augspurger 2010) . This may result in consequences in relation to the occurrence of frost damage and competition for light. Therefore, by evaluating relationships between temperature and both leaf unfolding and leaf fall as well as the progression of frost hardiness, both direct effects of climatic warming (on frost damage) and indirect effects (on competitive capacity) are accounted for (Cook et al. 2010) . Plant phenology models of budburst have been frequently applied to assess the risk of frost damage to plants Cook et al. 2010 ), both the suitability of different tree provenances and cultivars for the applicable climate (Hari and Häkkinen 1991) and the effects of climate warming on native tree species (Kramer et al. 1996) . Leinonen (1996) developed several approaches related to hardiness and frost damage modeling over Kramer et al. (1996) on three phenological types of deciduous trees and the effects of occurrences of frost damage on the growth of mixedspecies forests indicated that differences in net primary production of the three phenological types under consideration will be enhanced when grown in a mixed-species stand compared with a monospecies stand, and the effects of frost damage on growth will be more prominent in mixed-species stands than in monospecies stands. O'Neill et al. (2010) applied a theoretical process-based model (DORMPHOT) on seven existent datasets from different European countries (Ireland, Germany, Switzerland, and Norway). Results showed good modeling competency and low mean absolute error, outperforming the currently used budburst models for birch.
Coupling general forest growth models to assess climate change impacts
The timing of plant phenological phases is strongly reliant on terrestrial carbon and water cycling as well as atmospheric CO 2 concentrations (e.g., Peñuelas and Filella 2001) . In addition, the magnitude of response of forest primary productivity varies with the particular plant phenology models applied (Leinonen and Kramer 2002; Vitasse et al. 2011 ). In the simplest case, effects of leaf phenology on energy and CO 2 flux is represented by prescribing leaf onset and offset times or the seasonal evolution of the leaf area index (LAI) (Chase et al. 1996) . Typically, empirical growth degree day based models are often used to track phenological phases in land-surface models for carbon uptake periods (Baldocchi et al. 2005; Delpierre et al. 2009; Vitasse et al. 2011) or carbon gain based schemes (Arora and Boer 2005) . Taking this into account, the BIOME-BGC model (Running and Hunt 1993) used specified leaf onset and offset dates for its three vegetation types. The National Center for Atmospheric Research community land surface model by Bonan (1998) used prescribed vegetation phenology dependent monthly values of LAI at each global climate model grid cell. Kaduk and Heimann (1996) presented prognostic and mechanistic schemes to determine plant phenological stages from environmental conditions as well as estimations of net primary production. Botta et al. (2000) proposed a global prognostic scheme for phenological dates in relation to NDVI or normalized difference water index data to estimate leaf onset times and develop empirical formulae to predict the dynamics of leaf phenology. Delbart et al. (2005) applied growth degree days and soil moisture-based leaf onset for extratropical and tropical biomes, respectively. Finally, de Beurs and Henebry (2010) applied spatiotemporal statistical methods to model land surface phenology. Some slightly more complex representations of plant phenology models adopt modeling approaches in which LAI varies between specified vegetation dependent maximum and minimum values, and where the timing of leaf onset and offset is a function of the soil/air temperature (e.g., Knorr 2000; Baldocchi et al. 2005 ) such as the Canadian Land Surface Scheme, the Canadian Centre for Climate modelling and analysis coupled global climate model, the integrated biosphere simulator model (Foley et al. 1996) , and the Lund-Potsdam-Jena dynamic global vegetation model (Sitch et al. 2003) . In the context of climate change, the carbon-balance phenological scheme that couples biosphere or ecosystem models such as the Frankfurt biosphere model by Lü deke et al. (1994) , the ecosys model by Grant et al. (1999) , the Canadian Terrestrial Ecosystem Model by Arora and Boer (2005) , the forest carbon model by photosynthetic/evapotranspiration model (Chiang and Brown 2007) , or the Interannual Flux-tower Upscaling Sensitivity Experiment by Desai (2010) successfully specifies the seasonal evolution of LAI or leaf onset and offset, but it defeats the purpose of modeling plant phenology as a dynamic climate-dependent process.
Species range modeling
Understanding species distribution has become critically important for biodiversity conservation in the context of changing climate and the increasing fragmentation of natural habitats (Channell and Lomolino 2000) . Species living in a fragmented or discontinuous habitat form a web of interconnected entities. Invasive species are frequently viewed as harbingers of climate change owing to their potential to cause economic and ecological damage while expanding their ranges (Clements and Ditommaso 2011) . Many plant phenology models exist, (e.g. PHENOFIT) that have been widely used in the last 10 years to predict the potential impacts of both climate and land use changes on species distribution throughout the world (e.g., Thomas et al. 2004; Amano et al. 2010 ). These models have indicated that a geographic poleward and elevation shift is occurring in climatic niches for many species and can explain how plant phenology affects survival and reproductive success (e.g., Chuine and Beaubien 2001; Thomas et al. 2004; Morin et al. 2007; Morin and Thuiller 2009; Chuine 2010) . The Mapped Atmosphere Plant Soil System Study has also reported on a global poleward migration of plant life due to conditions of climate change. This includes a northward migration of vegetation in the United States of America (Lenihan et al. 2008) and range shifts for 99 plants and animals of various countries in the Northern Hemisphere (Parmesan and Yohe 2003) .
Continental-scale phenological modeling
Understanding the interaction between the atmosphere (weather and climate) and the biosphere (living organisms) is a necessary part of efforts to improve models of Earth's physical systems and monitor the impact of global climate change (Schwartz 1998; Hayhoe et al. 2007,; Cleland et al. 2007 ). For continental scale, plant phenology models serve satellite bioclimatology in concert with surface phenology can produce physical interpretations of observed events, providing needed information for atmosphere-biosphere simulation models and global change monitoring. Improved plant or vegetation phenological modeling at a local-or regional-scale to continental-scale would provide a foundation for potential models of relationships among weather and climate, phenology, and ecosystem function (Richardson et al. 2012 ). This will improve our knowledge and understanding of the way ecosystems "work", how plant phenology responds to climate variability and change (Peñuelas et al. 2009 ). The continental-scale phenological modeling approaches using cloned indicator species (such as the lilac and honeysuckle) have demonstrated their usefulness for phenoclimate change research in numerous ways (Schwartz et al. 2006) . For example, they are able to practically provide greater insight into spatial and temporal patterns of variation across a range of forest and (or) vegetation types. At first the continental-scale phenological modeling approaches were optimized for continental-scale studies and providing a ready means to process climate data into a form comparable with satellite sensor derived and conventional phenological data (Schwartz et al. 2002 (Schwartz et al. , 2006 . In the process for the development and refinement of phenological simulation models (Schwartz 1993) , the "first approximation of a comprehensive spring index" was proposed based on an averaging of the modeled dates of first leaf models for the lilac and honeysuckle indicators (Schwartz 1990) , a first leaf model derived "spring index" facilitated reconstructing past phenological responses in eastern North America (Schwartz 1993) ; the "damage index", first spring leaf date minus last spring frost date, were calculated to assess the risk of frost damage to spring plant development; the "spring indices suite of measurements" (Schwartz and Reiter 2000) , calculations expanded to include an extensive range of measures, was introduced to evaluate the general impact of climate change on the onset of spring in North America, China, and across temperate regions of the Northern Hemisphere (Schwartz et al. 2006) ; and produced measures of phenological development over large ar-eas, using networked digital cameras, or webcams, as multichannel (red, green, and blue color channels) imaging sensors with which the development, senescence, coloration and abscission of forest canopies can be continuously tracked, that can be compared with and provide a means to offer opportunities to bridge the spatial gap between ground-based phenology and satellitederived indices and assess the accuracy of satellite sensor derived phenological products (Kathuroju et al. 2007; Hanes 2010a, 2010b) . In addition, the continental-scale phenological modeling approaches attempt to understand and quantify the consequence of plant phenology at a wide range of local, regional, and global ecological processes, and how they mediate regionalto-global scale carbon, water, and energy budgets in a changing world. The investigation of the profound effects of plant phenology on energy and mass exchange, and measured air characteristics in the lower atmosphere, are ultimately related to variations in the surface energy balance and have implications for carbon dioxide flux (e.g., net ecosystem exchange) and balance (Schwartz and Crawford 2001) . These may be crucial for accurate scaling-up of flux measurements or downscaling of atmospheric circulation models. Cayan et al. (2001) established the connection of plant phenology to temperatures and stream runoff in the western USA. The time-integrated, NDVI-derived phenology metrics can also provide effective ways to subdivide, generalize, and characterize landscapes, such as modeling the trends in growing season length (Myneni et al. 1997) ; separating herbaceous from woody vegetation cover (Lu et al. 2003) ; identification and mapping of forest general habitat categories (Clerici et al. 2012) ; and continental estimations of biophysical parameters, such as gross primary production (Jung et al. 2008 ). All these effects will be helpful for better understanding the temporal-spatial variability of the carbon and water exchanges (Clerici et al. 2012) . van Leeuwen et al. (2010) explored the use of land surface phenological metrics for assessing postfire vegetation response in Spain, Israel, and USA.
Limitations
Researchers have used numerous techniques to evaluate how plant phenology has shifted in recent decades. Moreover, developments in plant phenology models have increased our understanding of plant phenology at a molecular level (Sung and Amasino 2004) . There are many aspects in plant phenology modeling and application that remain to be understood, which limits a thorough and comprehensive understanding of plant phenology. This knowledge gap reduces our capacity to interpret observations and make meaningful projections in relation to disturbances and their subsequent impacts. It also limits the development of strategies required to intervene in ecosystem response to abiotic and biotic interactions.
Uncertainties relating to mechanisms that regulate plant phenology
Responses of plant phenology vary owing to confounding factors (e.g., land use change and urbanization), different aspects of the climate as a driving mechanism, species interactions, different boundaries of the same species, and certain evidence related to the asymmetry of response across trophic levels (Parmesan 2007) . Mechanisms of plant phenology are only beginning to emerge. Many uncertainties remain: (1) uncertainties with regard to how important specific environmental factors are in determining plant phenology, the precise molecular and physiological processes regulating plant phenology, and whether variation in plant phenology over time or among individuals reflects genetic differences or is simply plastic responses to environmental heterogeneity; and (2) uncertainties with regard to how abiotic and biotic factors interact on a mechanistic level (see Forrest and Miller-Rushing 2010) . For example, existing plant phenology models have focused mostly on climate change induced impacts and plant phenology responses. They have rarely been concerned with relationships between phenological events and biotic (abiotic) conditions or correlations between phenological events of the same or different plant species. Pest phenology can provide information concerning the life-cycle trend of a pest, and sets of conditions (environmental variables) for which critical events, such as a transition to a certain developmental stage or relevant increase in the number of pest individuals within a certain developmental stage, can appear. To date, plant phenology model approaches have not yet considered these indicators. However, since only one regulatory mechanism exists for a certain plant species, the authenticity of modeling results may be validated by using different plant phenology models to simulate the same phenol phases of the same plant species. Rapid progress is being made in the area of plant phenology models to address uncertainties that relate to mechanisms that regulate plant phenology, but, for now, they substantially limit our ability to anticipate future responses of plant phenology to changes in climatic variables (e.g., Visser et al. 2010; Wilczek et al. 2010) .
Uncertainties relating to model parameterization
The parameterization process is also a factor that restricts the development of plant phenology models. Better parameterization promotes an increase in modeling authenticity (Chuine et al. 1998) . Many phenological models have been fitted locally, fitted to a species-specific application, or restricted to several species applications. Universality of plant phenology models has not been widely studied (Chuine 2000; Diez et al. 2012) . Over the last decades, extreme weather has more pronounced changes than average weather, and species and ecosystems have responded more rapidly to this more complex set of changes than the average climate change in most climate scenarios. Unfortunately, extreme events are rarely considered in most model-based impact studies (van Vliet 2010). Phenological events associated with cultivation are not only controlled by climate change but are also severely affected by anthropogenic activity and field management measures and practices (Zhang et al. 2003) . However, little research has been conducted to identify the relative contribution of these anthropogenic factors because of the complex interaction of these mechanisms (Piao et al. 2006) . Modeling endeavors currently being practiced in state-of-the-art land surface schemes are inadequate for resolving the complexities of surface-atmosphere exchanges associated with plant phenology (Kucharik et al. 2006; Morin et al. 2008) . Coupled, dynamic, and global vegetation-climate models either specify a predetermined phenological scheme or produce phenological parameters as an output of the model. When predetermined, phenology is not responsive to environmental drivers; and when driven by the model, predictions in phenology tend to be biased because models use a limited number of plant functional types that overly simplify representations of ecosystem processes (e.g., Fisher et al. 2007 ). Process-based models bridge the gap between the extensive spatial scales available from satellite-derived observational data and link themselves to driving variables that can potentially be derived from ground observations, often species-specific and calibrated to local scales (Ibáñez et al. 2010) . Nevertheless, potential confusion and bias still exist in relation to how to calculate phenological transition times due to the mix of methods and definitions being used (White and Nemani 2003) .
Uncertainties related to future climate change predictions
To predict feedbacks of plant dynamics to future climate systems, the inclusion of plant phenology models appear crucial despite certain inherent predicting uncertainties (Diez et al. 2012) . Current state-of-the-art climate models seldom include any as-pects of plant phenology models that would incorporate relevant ecophysiological knowledge into the model. Multispecies interactions, fundamental regulations of biodiversity, and the impact of environmental changes on plant communities have all been altered in relation to the way species respond to global climate change (Parmesan 2007) . Accordingly, plant phenology models based on the "species-area relationship" would project the future geographic range of a species from the current distribution of a species mapped in climate space. This approach fails to include critical types of species interactions, even though current (and future) distributions of species that reflect these fundamental influences leave much of the more detailed variation in community composition unexplained (Botkin et al. 2007; Voigt et al. 2007) . Also, by its very nature, plant life is a multispecies interactive network. Plant components in terrestrial ecosystems both aboveground and belowground are interlinked, and these interactions can differ in strength and sign, either positive (facilitation), negative (inhibition) or neutral (Post and Pedersen 2008) . Changes in the relative distribution of organisms not only alter species composition and food web structure but also initiate changes in ecosystem function (Post and Pedersen 2008) . Monte Carlo techniques have been applied to try to address question of uncertainty in phenological forecasts (Richardson et al. 2010) , uncertainty relating to future phenological responses to climate change, and the associated effects on ecosystem health and biogeochemical cycling. Despite these attempts, uncertainties have not been rigorously quantified. Much needs to be done to improve phenological model predictions. Improvements will have to be grounded on a deeper understanding of plant ecophysiological processes. Even so, problems will likely continue into the future. Modeled niche results derived from niche-based plant phenology models will be projected into future states and conditions using data from general circulation models or regional climate models and by highlighting areas that are deemed suitable. However, suitability will become incompatible under predicted future climate change states and conditions and vice versa (Ohlemüller et al. 2006 ).
Challenges and future prospects
Rapid progress is being made in the area of plant phenology models to address uncertainties in relation to plant phenology. Uncertainties will complicate efforts made in the area of model phenological responses to ongoing climate change; but to build reliable forecasts in the future, it must be incorporated (e.g., Visser et al. 2010; Wilczek et al. 2010; Ibáñez et al. 2010 ). The precise prediction of reoccurring times of phenological events will require seasonal dynamics of LAI and knowledge of how different types of vegetation respond to climate change. Below are suggestions to strengthen model performance.
(1) Improve methods in phenological observational data collection and experimental data analysis (e.g., synthetic analytical techniques offered by remote sensing or geographic information system could be used to analyze the time series and spatial variation of phenological data). The lack of observational data from the phenol-phase process from start to end can be offset by anatomical or biochemical techniques that could be used to ascertain or mark the middle stage. The process of analyzing field observational data collected from nonnatural locations such as botanical gardens, arboretums, parks or city green belts should also include the urban heat island effect. Moreover, future analysis should include near daily measurements using LAI-2000 or similar field instrumentation during both the spring and autumn seasons (senescence) to bring together a more comprehensive record. More expansive site analysis should include heterogeneous coverage, the effects of scaling site level measurements (field or high-resolution remote sensing) to the region under investigation, and the contribution of ground reflectance. The local populace could be encouraged to collect data. This would considerably increase datasets. It should be noted that many citizen scientists are prepared for environmental conditions in areas in which they live. They could be directed to observe a very specific research area such as trees, flowers buds, etc. and dispatch their field observations back to a central plant phenology model database. The USA National Phenology Network is a good example for the plant phenology model database (Betancourt et al. 2005 (Betancourt et al. , 2007 . This would undoubtedly help a small number of researchers track a large quantity of reliable field data that they would otherwise not be able to gather on their own. It would also help guarantee the authenticity of plant phenology models.
(2) Promote research on physio-ecological mechanisms that drive phenological events while clarifying phenological driving factors and mechanisms for different types of vegetation to offer a theoretical basis and verification data to the phenological parameterization process of biome models (Schwartz et al. 2006; Richardson et al. 2010 ).
(3) Analyze the climate change response processes, mechanisms of phenological events, and LAI dynamics to provide evidence to model the effects of climate change on vegetation structure and dynamics. Establish general phenological parameterization schemes on the basis of a better understanding of physioecological mechanisms of phenological events for different vegetation types, while coupling phenological subroutines to ecosystem models to address more accurately how climate change in the future will influence terrestrial ecosystem productivity as well as water and CO 2 flux (Alessandri et al. 2007; Kathuroju et al. 2007; Steiner et al. 2009; Richardson et al. 2010 Richardson et al. , 2012 ). (4) Current studies have mostly focused their attention on the response of plant phenological change to climatic change. It should be noted that other factors such as heredity or pests, plant and animal phenological adaptation and interactions, and ecological disturbances such as forest fires and insect outbreaks may also affect phenological events (Amano et al. 2010; Kaduk and Los 2011; Vitasse et al. 2011 ). These factors, however, have seldom been considered in the past. It must be concluded at this point that broadening the research scope may result in a breakthrough in future studies on plant phenology models. The prediction of spring leaf onset by means of long-term forecasting would dramatically aid in model development (Arora and Boer 2005) . (5) Include the possibility that other often unmeasured microenvironmental factors (like soil temperature, etc.) may play a role in affecting phenological variations over space, and that more extensive environmental gradients could lead to stronger impacts on spatial patterns of phenology as suggested by studies in other locations (Fisher et al. 2006; Liang and Schwartz 2009 ). Effects of anthropogenic drivers on phenological events associated with cultivation should be given more attention in future phenological studies (Wu et al. 2008 ). (6) Phenological modeling may benefit from advancing parameterization approaches such as machine learning techniques and data assimilation, while at the same time addressing issues related to nonlinear and discontinuous phenomena. Furthermore, the introduction of more nonlinearities into model simulations could further reduce uncertainties and bias.
Conclusions
Natural ecosystems are undergoing phenological shifts due to a changing global climate. Many different kinds of plant phenology models have been developed and tested with varying degrees of success, built on the clear understanding of key parameters that trigger or control changes or shifts in plant phenological events. Taking into account the parameterization methods in existence, the three main types of plant phenology models are statistical, mechanistic, and theoretical approaches. The majority of plant phenology models in use are mechanistic or dynamic plant phenology models; however, each type has its advantages and shortcomings.
To date, most plant phenology models have been used to monitor vegetation, carbon accounting, species range modeling, climate change impact assessments, and biodiversity monitoring. For large-area vegetation type modeling efforts, land-surface remote sensing based plant phenology models can be used to qualitatively assess diagnostic global phenology datasets from past satellite observational periods or provide prognostic predictions on future climate dynamics.
Our understanding of plant phenology modeling and future climate change forecasting of plant phenology models remains limited. Some examples are (1) differing aspects of climate as driving mechanisms, species interactions, varying boundaries of a single species, and evidence that suggests asymmetry of response across trophic levels;
(2) variation in species phenological responses to changing climate conditions owing to confounding factors (land use change and urbanization); (3) estimation of uncertainty related to model structure and parameterization based on variability among models and across posterior parameter distributions, respectively; (4) uncertainties of future phenological responses to climate change and the associated effects on ecosystem health and biogeochemical cycling, and, in particular, uncertainties that have not as yet been rigorously quantified.
These uncertainties complicate efforts in predicting phenological responses to ongoing climate change conditions, but they must be incorporated to build reliable forecasts. At present, plant phenology models based on plant physio-ecological processes remains insufficient. Plant phenology models must begin to incorporate process-based model leaf phenology and LAI features to promote future simulation robustness. With ongoing studies related to plant physio-ecological processes, a trend should inevitably surface among researchers to establish plant physio-ecological process-based phenological models for terrestrial ecosystems. 
